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"O believers! Do not 

take disbelievers as 

allies instead of the 

believers. Would you 

like to give Allah 

Ta’ala solid proof 

against yourselves?" 

Surah Nisaa #144 



 

 

  

Hadhrat Zaynab Bint Jahsh Radhiyallahu 

Anha reports that Rasulullah Sallallahu 

Alayhi Wa Sallam came to her alarmed 

saying: 

 

"Laa Ilaaha Illallah, Woe be to the 

Arabs because of evil that is fast 

approaching. An opening has been 

made in the wall of Yajooj and 

Majooj like this, forming a ring with 

his thumb and index finger. I said, O 

Rasulullah, will WE be destroyed 

whilst there are pious people in our 

midst? He Sallallahu Alayhi Wa 

Sallam said: Yes, when there is a 

preponderance of evil (Fussaaq, 

Fujjaar etc)" 

Bukhari #3346 



 

  



INTRODUCTION 

 

Bismillahir Rahmaanir Raheem 

 

All praises are due solely to Allah Ta'ala, the one who 

raised His final messenger among the Arabs. Peace and 

salutations be upon our master Nabi Muhammad 

Sallallahu Alayhi Wa Sallam the one who ordered the 

expulsion of the Jews from the Arabian Peninsula.  

 

Three Gulf States, namely Saudi Arabia, UAE and 

Bahrain are currently on a campaign to expunge the 

religion of Islam from all aspects of life in a bid to 

appease the apartheid regime of Israel.  

 

Concerts and cinemas have sprouted up in Saudi Arabia 

while the largest temple outside of India has been 

inaugurated by the UAE government.  

 

Saudi Arabia is removing all content from Islamic 

literature that is deemed "Anti-Semitic" while the UAE is 

funding various wars and think-tanks across the globe to 

curb and curtail anything to do with Islam.  

 

The de facto rulers of Saudi Arabia and UAE, MBS 

(Murtad Bin Shaytaan) and MBZ have nothing to do with 

Islam. They are on a mission to satanise the Arabian 



Peninsula in conjunction with the apartheid regime of 

Israel and the Masjid-demolishing regime of India. 

 

We have been explicitly prohibited from befriending the 

Kuffaar and adopting their ways and customs. This will 

lead to our downfall and destruction in both this world 

and the hereafter.  

 

The example of Sri Lanka has been brought to the 

attention of the reader in the Ummati Ummati book. The 

Sri Lankan Muslims hosted open Masjid days in which 

Buddhists would come to the Masaajid and pollute the 

Houses of Allah Ta'ala. The Muslims also desecrated the 

Masaajid with masks. The consequence was forced 

cremation of Muslim Mayyits. The Muslims could do 

nothing but watch the bodies of their fathers, mothers etc. 

being incinerated and burnt to ashes. 

 

Maulana Ebrahim Bham of Fordsburg Jamiat, in an 

attempt to bamboozle us, made the following foolish 

statement: 

 

"Assimilate or be annihilated" 

 

May Allah Ta'ala make this book a means of us 

abstaining from befriending the Kuffaar and following 

their ways and customs. Ameen. 



THE SATANIC ACCORD 

  

  



SHARAKA 

  



UAE THREATEN MUSLIMS AFTER BEING 

SELLOUTS   

 

  



UAE PROMOTING AND 

ADVERTISING FOR ISRAEL 

 



 

  

Hadhrat Abu Ubaidah Bin 

Jarrah Radhiyallahu Anhu 

reports that the last words 

spoken by Rasulullah Sallallahu 

Alayhi Wa Sallam were:  
 

"May Allah Ta'ala destroy the 

Yahood (Jews) and the 

Nasaara (Christians), they 

developed the graves of their 

Ambiyaa into Masaajid. Two 

religions cannot remain in the 

Arabian Peninsula." 

Musnad Ahmad #1694 



JOINING FORCES WITH OPEN 

ENEMIES OF ISLAM 

 



 

  

“O believers! Take 

neither Jews nor 

Christians as allies, they 

are allies of each other, 

whoever does so will be 

counted as one of them. 

Surely Allah does not 

guide the wrongdoing 

people.” 

Surah Maa-idah #51 



ISRAEL SPRAYS SEWAGE  

 

  



PROUDLY DISPLAYING THE 

FLAG OF ISRAEL 

  
  



Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah Radhiyallahu Anhu 

narrates that Rasulullah Sallallahu Alayhi 

Wa Sallam said in his Maradhul Maut: 
 

"Two religions cannot co-exist in the 

Arabian Peninsula" 
 

When that reached Hadhrat Umar 

Radhiyallahu Anhu, he sent a messenger 

to the Jews of Khaibar informing them: 

"Rasulullah Sallallahu Alayhi Wa Sallam 

made you owners of this wealth on 

condition that we will retain you as long 

as Allah Ta'ala retains you. Now Allah 

Ta'ala has permitted your banishment." 

Thus, Hadhrat Umar banished every single 

Jew and Christian from the land of Hijaaz. 

Thereafter, he distributed it among the 

people of Madinah. 

Musnad Bazzaar (Vol 14, Pg 221) 



THE ARABIAN PENINSULA 

 

 

  



HEJAZ AND NAJD  

 

 

  



CELEBRATING WITH 

THE JEWS 

 
  



 

  Hadhrat Abdullah Bin 

Umar Radhiyallahu Anhu 

reports that Rasulullah 

Sallallahu Alayhi Wa 

Sallam said: 
 

"Whoever imitates a 

nation is counted as 

one of them" 

Abu Dawood #4031 



CELEBRATING THE 

EXISTENCE OF ISRAEL  

 



 

 

  



YASSER ARAFAT’S WIDOW AFFIRMS THE UAE-

ISRAEL DEAL TO APPEASE THE SHAYTAAN, MBZ 

 

September 4, 2020 

RAMALLAH, West Bank — Suha Arafat, the widow of 

Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat, has become a part of the 

mounting crisis between the Palestinian Authority (PA) and the 

United Arab Emirates after Abu Dhabi reached an agreement to 

normalize ties with Israel. The deal resulted in the first official 

Israeli flight landing in the UAE on Aug. 31. 

 

After the UAE announced Aug. 13 it was establishing full 

diplomatic relations with Israel, marchers denouncing the deal 

roamed the streets of the West Bank and Gaza Strip, where 

photos of Abu Dhabi Crown Prince Sheikh Mohammed bin 

Zayed Al Nahyan and dismissed Fatah leader Mohammed 

Dahlan, who resides in the UAE, were set on fire.  

 

On Aug. 21, Suha Arafat posted an apology to the UAE on 

Instagram, triggering a crisis with the PA. “On behalf of the 

honourables among the Palestinian people,” she apologized “for 

the burning and defamation of the UAE flag in Jerusalem and 

Palestine and insults of the UAE symbols.” Her remarks came 

although she has no official capacity neither at the PA nor Fatah 

movement. 

 

Matar added, “Suha had to show respect to the Palestinian 

leadership’s position and Palestinian national consensus, as all 

factions that are and are not represented in the PLO have 



affirmed that the UAE-Israel deal is a stab in the Palestinian 

cause’s back.” 

 

He said, “We believe that Suha is free to express her own 

opinion, but she is not free to apologize to the UAE on behalf of 

the Palestinians, just to win Mohammed bin Zayed over.”  

 

Matar also said, “We believe that Suha’s remarks on the 

normalization are more like propaganda and directives by 

Dahlan, who is wanted by the Palestinian judiciary and 

dismissed from Fatah.” 

 

Commenting on Suha Arafat's threat to publish excerpts from 

her husband’s diaries, Matar said, “I know well that President 

Arafat did not write any diaries. Rather, he had someone to 

document his national duties and meetings for him. Suha Arafat 

wanted to please Sheikh Mohammed bin Zayed with her 

remarks.” 

 

https://www.al-monitor.com/originals/2020/09/palestine-wife-

yasser-arafat-criticism-uae-israel-deal.html#ixzz7AZWbpDvc 

  

https://www.al-monitor.com/originals/2020/09/palestine-wife-yasser-arafat-criticism-uae-israel-deal.html#ixzz7AZWbpDvc
https://www.al-monitor.com/originals/2020/09/palestine-wife-yasser-arafat-criticism-uae-israel-deal.html#ixzz7AZWbpDvc


MAKING DUA FOR DECEASED KUFFAR 

WHO DIED FIGHTING THE MUSLIMS 

 

  
  



 



MEETING IN THE AL –AQSA 

COMPOUND  

  

ISRAELI 

ARAB 

SHEIKH ISRAELI 



TERMING THE DECEASED 

OCCUPATION FORCES “INNOCENT 

VICTIMS OF TERRORISM” 

 



ARAB COUNTRIES AND HANUKKAH 

 
https://www.middleeastmonitor.com/20201215-uae-bahrain-take-part-in-

hanukkah-ceremony-at-jerusalems-western-wall/amp/ 

https://www.middleeastmonitor.com/20201215-uae-bahrain-take-part-in-hanukkah-ceremony-at-jerusalems-western-wall/amp/
https://www.middleeastmonitor.com/20201215-uae-bahrain-take-part-in-hanukkah-ceremony-at-jerusalems-western-wall/amp/


Hanukkah is a Jewish festival commemorating 

the recovery of Jerusalem and subsequent 

rededication of the Second Temple at the 

beginning of the Maccabean revolt against the 

Seleucid Empire in the 2nd century BCE. It is 

also known as the Festival of Lights. Wikipedia 

 

  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hanukkah


ARAB COUNTRIES AND HOULOCAST 

REMEMBRANCE 

 
https://jewishnews.timesofisrael.com/never-again-in-hebrew-and-arabic-as-

gulf-states-mark-holocaust-memorial-day/ 

https://jewishnews.timesofisrael.com/never-again-in-hebrew-and-arabic-as-gulf-states-mark-holocaust-memorial-day/
https://jewishnews.timesofisrael.com/never-again-in-hebrew-and-arabic-as-gulf-states-mark-holocaust-memorial-day/


International Holocaust Remembrance Day is an 

international memorial day on 27 January that 

commemorates the victims of the Holocaust, the 

genocide of European Jews by Nazi Germany 

between 1941 and 1945. Wikipedia 

 

  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Holocaust_Remembrance_Day


SIDING WITH THE 

KUFFAAR 

 

  



SHAIKH SUDAIS DESECRATES MASJID AL 

HARAM BY KOWTOWING TO ZIONISTS 

On September 4, three weeks after treasonous Emirati 

emir Khalifa bin Zayed al-Nahyan showered his name in 

eternal ignominy, and paved his road to hellfire, by 

officially normalizing his pseudo-nation’s already warm 

relations with Israel, Shaikh Sudais implicitly endorsed 

such treason from the minbar in Masjid al-Haram. The 

Grand Shaikh of Makkah treated his congregation to a 

gushingly sycophantic tirade about how wonderful Jews 

(meaning the Zionists, there being no specific word for 

Zionists in Arabic) are and how Muslims should do 

everything possible to accommodate them. 

 

The clear implication: Emirati treason was being wildly 

applauded from the minbar of the mosque toward which 

all Muslims pray. No better illustration could possibly 

exist of the sad fact that our Islamic holy places have 

fallen into the hands of the enemies of Islam, if not Dajjal 

himself. 

 

Sudais also cited the Prophet’s (pbuh) treaty with the 

Jews of Khaybar, implicitly holding it up as a model and 

inspiration for the UAE’s devil-deal with Israel. The 

comparison is absurd. The Khaybar Jews, including Banu 

Nadir who had been expelled from Madinah for treason, 

had been plotting with other Jewish tribes to attack the 



Madinan Muslims, who responded by besieging their 

fortresses and eventually letting them surrender in return 

for paying tribute. So, if Khaybar is the model, Muslims 

should besiege “Israel” until it surrenders—at which 

point reasonably generous terms should be offered (such 

as allowing Zionist invaders to remain in Palestine as 

long as they accept the Right of Return, hand over stolen 

Palestinian land, and pay reparations to their victims). 

 

Anyone who wondered why Shaikh Sudais wasn’t 

condemning UAE treason must not have seen the photo-

op the sycophantic Shaikh did with Emirati Not-So-

Grand Shaykh Abdallah bin Bayyah a few days before 

the treasonous September 4 khutbah. The two traitors 

made it clear that they are the best of friends. This is the 

same Bin Bayyah whose response to UAE treason was: 

“The Emirates Fatwa Council blesses the wise 

leadership’s acts for the supreme good of the nation and 

its people.” 

 

These paid pulpit propagandists of the treasonous tyrants 

Bin Salman and Bin Zayed and Al Khalifa are 

munafiqs—hypocrites pure and simple. The Qur’an 

describes their likenesses: “Give tidings to the hypocrites 

that there is for them a painful punishment.” (4:138) 

 

https://crescent.icit-digital.org/articles/shaikh-sudais-

desecrates-masjid-al-haram-by-kowtowing-to-zionists 

https://crescent.icit-digital.org/articles/shaikh-sudais-desecrates-masjid-al-haram-by-kowtowing-to-zionists
https://crescent.icit-digital.org/articles/shaikh-sudais-desecrates-masjid-al-haram-by-kowtowing-to-zionists


SEEING NOTHING WRONG 

WITH THE APARTHEID 

REGIME OF ISRAEL 

 

  



THE DESPICABILITY IS CLEAR 

 



DISHONOURING THE KALIMA  

 



I HAVE SEEN MANY JEWS CAME TO MAKKAH 

AND MADINAH AS BUSINESSMEN 

"They have entered and invested many of the 

companies in Makkah and Madinah hotels," said Dr. 

Irfan al-Alawi 

FAISAL ASSEGAF  15 FEBRUARY 2021 23:08 

As an origin resident of Makkah, what do you feel about 

Saudi-Israel relations? 

In this situation, as you know Neom is the futuristic 

technology city in northwest Saudi Arabia which 

symbolizes the Crown Prince's plan to make the 

Kingdom's economy. Saudi Arabia denied the meeting 

which took place with Netanyahu who flew from Israel to 

the area of Neom. 

Foreign Minister Prince Faisal bin Farhan clearly said 

there is was no such meeting. But the news leaked by 

Israeli media did confirm that there was a formal opening 

tie between the two countries and other contacts going 

back to the 1960s. This is the Yahud and Saud that was 

mentioned by Tahir Allauddin al-Gillani. 

Of course, it is now inevitable that MBS (the Crown 

Prince Muhammad bin Salman) is trying to develop the 

ties like the Emirates have and it's no doubt that they will 

eventually allow the Israelis to come into the Kingdom 

once this futuristic city is opened. Of course, Israelis have 



entered Madinah before. They have invested in Madinah 

and Makkah in many hotels. 

Is there any negative impact on Makkah and Madinah? 

Yes, there are definitely negatives impact on Makkah and 

Madinah. As Israelis and American influences are 

changing Makkah and Madinah they are moving away 

from Sharia. I can give an example of the Oberoi Hotel in 

Madinah owned by Raj Oberoi, an Indian Hindu. He has 

chain Oberoi hotels in the Kingdom. 

Of course, when he opened the hotel, he wanted to come 

into the holy city the authorities said we cannot allow you 

so, they brought a helicopter and he landed on the helipad 

and came down for the inauguration ceremony cutting of 

the ribbon. 

The Israelis are trying to modernize Makkah, influences 

by giving Saudi Arabia an idea of gymnasiums 

overlooking the Grand Mosque, overlooking the Mosque 

of Rasulullah, having swimming pools. Makkah and 

Madinah should be away from this fitna, the sins. The 

area around the holy Mosques should be for worship and 

worship alone to be close with Allah and his Prophet. 

You will not find this anywhere near the Vatican the 

people visit there and do not find gymnasiums, swimming 

pools. 

Yes, this is dangerous and it is of course Israeli and 

American influences that are moving in and closer to 



Saudi Arabia and joining hand in hand, that they are 

accepting everything with their ideas. 

Of course, the expansion of the Grand Mosque was 

designed by non-Muslims architects based in Canada who 

do not have any idea how Makkah is or looks like but 

they designed it by computer technology. 

Israel is well known for its advanced security technology. 

Have you heard or have evidence that the Saudi 

government is using Israeli technology for security 

measures in Makkah and Madinah? 

I have been saying this for many years that Haram Sharif 

in Makkah and Madinah, the security was established, the 

cameras, the fingerprints are all operated by a company 

called G4S which is part of a British company as well as 

it has links with one of the leading security companies 

which is an Israeli subsidiary. 

Facial recognition is established at the airports when one 

enters the Kingdom and is scanned the digital image is 

sent to Israel and America, and of course, it's very 

dangerous but the Muslim world continues not to act and 

stop this. 

Saudi Arabia is thinking that they are providing security 

directly to the pilgrims for their safety but it is actually 

allowing the spying by the Israeli and American 

governments during the Umrah and Hajj seasons. We 



have to be aware of this and the Muslim world should be 

aware of this. 

Have you heard Israeli Jews are visiting Makkah or 

Madinah? 

I have yes. Many businessmen have visited Makkah and 

Madinah for businesses. They dress in suits and 

sometimes they come with traditional Saudi gear to sit 

and have their meetings. 

One good example was a Russian born Israeli Jew who 

walked into the Prophets mosque, he took a selfie, and it 

went viral. 

Let me assure you a Russian born Israeli Jew who entered 

the Kingdom. He followed the official procedures, 

received a visa from the Saudi Embassy. He entered and 

entered the kingdom using a valid passport. He declared 

himself as an independent Jew, a private citizen of Israel. 

Everywhere I go, I am an ambassador for Israel in my 

private capacity. So, this is of course rubbish. 

He was an Israeli, he was a Jew. Therefore he entered the 

Kingdom, this is absolutely forbidden entering the Masjid 

Rasulullah or entering Makkah. 

Besides destroying historical buildings in Makkah and 

Madinah, what are your concerns on modernization in 

Makkah and Madinah in the context of traditions and 

social norms? 



My major concerns are the modernization of Makkah and 

Madinah, for example, they want to plant trees and 

bushes now around the haram Sharif in Makkah. This is 

one thing they are saying this is helpful for the 

environments and they want to install very large 

umbrellas in the courtyard to cover the pilgrims. 

This is not right because one of the signs of the end of the 

time Makkah will become green. They are trying to 

modernize Makkah and also to make it greener. Haram 

Sharif does not need trees or umbrellas let the Grand 

Mosque in Makkah and the Prophet Mosque in Madinah 

remain as traditional as possible and let the people feel 

they are performing Umrah or Hajj as close to the time of 

the Prophet Muhammad without having modern 

technology. 

The problem is that the more luxurious hotels, luxurious 

transports, the Saudis provide by listening to the Yahudis 

and Nasaras. This is the fault not only of the Saudi 

system; this is the fault of the Muslim ummah. Hajj and 

Umrah is not a holiday it is not a luxury. It is self-

sacrifice to go and perform the rituals of Umrah and Hajj 

without luxurious surroundings this is sad facts that we 

are facing. 

There were media reports which said Israeli racers 

participated in Dakkar Rally in Saudi Arabia last month. 

What is your comment about that? 



It's not a shock and it's not a surprise. The worst is yet to 

come because as you know the Emirates have very close 

links with Israel. They come to visit during their holidays. 

This will influence MBS because the Crown Prince of 

Abu Dhabi is a very close friend of MBS. 

Therefore, they are in the same boat. Of course, it is very 

dangerous for the Muslim Ummah to have to see this. 

The relationship develops because it's not a relationship 

of friendship. It's a relationship which is going to destroy 

the Kingdom as they have destroyed Dubai and of course 

this is dangerous because of the western influences, they 

will bring along with them as in the Neom city which will 

allow luxurious beaches where women will be in bikinis, 

consume alcohol. 

https://albalad.co/wawancara/2021A10749/i-have-seen-

many-jews-came-to-makkah-and-madinah-as-

businessmen/ 

 

 

 

 

 

https://albalad.co/wawancara/2021A10749/i-have-seen-many-jews-came-to-makkah-and-madinah-as-businessmen/
https://albalad.co/wawancara/2021A10749/i-have-seen-many-jews-came-to-makkah-and-madinah-as-businessmen/
https://albalad.co/wawancara/2021A10749/i-have-seen-many-jews-came-to-makkah-and-madinah-as-businessmen/


THE INTERFAITH 

ASPECT 

  



NO BOUNDRIES, THE 

SHARI’AT DISCARDED  

  

LADY DRESSED LIKE A 

MAN 



KUFFAAR 

CELEBRATIONS 

  

  



KUFFAAR SPORTS 

WITH THE ENEMIES OF 

ISLAM 

  

  



FINDING PEACE AND 

COMFORT WITH THE 

KUFFAAR 

  

  



ADMINISTERING THE 

HARAAM VACCINE 

  



TAKING THE KUFFAAR 

AS FRIENDS 
 

 

  



PARTICIPATING IN 

CARNIVALS OF SHIRK  

 

  



“THE BIGGEST LIE” 

  

  



AN AGENT OF THE 

KUFFAAR 

 

  



HAPPY WITH THE 

KUFFAAR 

  

  



THE PALESTINE ISSUE THAT COST SULTAN 

ABDÜLHAMID II THE OTTOMAN THRONE 

In a letter from Sultan Abdülhamid II, who belonged to 

the Shadhili Tariqa to Shadhili Sheikh Abu'Shamat 

Mahmud, dating Sept. 22, 1913, Sultan Abdülhamid said: 

"I quit being caliph because of the oppression and threats 

by the Young Turks. This group insisted that I approve 

the establishment of a Jewish state in Palestine. I rejected 

this proposition. They finally offered 150 million British 

gold pieces. I rejected this as well and I told them: 'I 

would never agree with you even if you offer not 150 

million British gold but all the gold in the entire world. I 

served the Muslim community for more than 30 years. I 

did not let my forefathers down. Following my final 

response, they agreed on my dethronement and sent me to 

Thessaloniki. I pray to Allah, I did not accept to establish 

a new state on Palestinian lands on the Ottoman State and 

the Islamic community." 

 

https://www.dailysabah.com/feature/2017/03/10/the-

palestine-issue-that-cost-sultan-abdulhamid-ii-the-

ottoman-throne/amp 

 

 

 

https://www.dailysabah.com/feature/2017/03/10/the-palestine-issue-that-cost-sultan-abdulhamid-ii-the-ottoman-throne/amp
https://www.dailysabah.com/feature/2017/03/10/the-palestine-issue-that-cost-sultan-abdulhamid-ii-the-ottoman-throne/amp
https://www.dailysabah.com/feature/2017/03/10/the-palestine-issue-that-cost-sultan-abdulhamid-ii-the-ottoman-throne/amp


 

“I cannot give away a handful of the soil of 

this land for it is not my own, it is for all the 

Islamic Nation that fought for the sake of this 

land and watered it with their blood. We will 

cover it once more with our blood, before we 

allow it to be torn from us. The Jews may keep 

their millions. If this State is one day 

destroyed, then they will be able to take 

Palestine without a price. But while I am alive, 

I would rather push a sword into my body 

than see the land of Palestine cut and given 

away from the State. This is something that 

will not be, I will not start cutting our bodies 

while we are alive!” 

https://ottoman-empire.tumblr.com/post/36048358664/palestine-the-

orphan-of-sultan-abdulhamid-and 

https://ottoman-empire.tumblr.com/post/36048358664/palestine-the-orphan-of-sultan-abdulhamid-and
https://ottoman-empire.tumblr.com/post/36048358664/palestine-the-orphan-of-sultan-abdulhamid-and


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

  



“The guilt of FAISAL DARWEESH at that 

time was that he had criticized King ABDUL 

AZIZ AL-SAUD when the king signed the 

document which the English Authorities 

prepared in 1922 as a declaration for giving 

PALESTINE to the Jews” 

HAFEZ WAHBI, The SAUDI Legal Adviser, mentioned 

in his book entitled: "THE PENINSULA OF ARABIA" 

that KING ABDUL AZIZ AL-SAUD, who died in 1953, 

had said : "Our Message (SAUDI MESSAGE) 

encountered the opposition of all Arab Tribes; my 

grandfather, SAUD AWAL, once imprisoned a number 

of the Sheikhs of MATHEER Tribe; and when another 

group of the same tribe came to intercede for the release 

of the prisoners, SAUD AWAL gave orders to his men to 

cut off the heads of all the prisoners, then, he wanted to 

humiliate and derogate the interceders by inviting them to 

eat from a banquet he prepared from the cooked flesh of 

his victims whose cut off heads he placed on the top of 

the food platters!! The interceders became so alarmed and 

declined to eat the flesh of their relatives; and, because of 

their refusal to eat, he ordered his men to cut off their 

heads too. That hideous crime was committed by that 



self-imposed king to innocent people whose guilt was 

their opposition to his most cruel and extremely despotic 

rules. 

HAFEZ WAHBI, states further that King ABDUL AZIZ 

AL-SAUD related that bloody true story to the Sheikhs of 

the MATHEER Tribe, who visited him in order to 

intercede for their prominent leader at that time, FAISAL 

AL DARWEESH, who was the king's prisoner. He 

related that story to them in order to prevent them from 

interceding for the release of their Sheikh; otherwise, they 

would face the same fate; He killed the Sheikh and used 

his blood as an ablution liquid for him just before he 

stood up for his prayer (after the false sect doctrine of the 

Wahabi); The guilt of FAISAL DARWEESH at that time 

was that he had criticized King ABDUL AZIZ AL-

SAUD when the king signed the document which the 

English Authorities prepared in 1922 as a declaration for 

giving PALESTINE to the Jews; his signature was 

obtained in the conference held at AL AQEER in 1922. 

http://www.truedemocracy.net/hj33/08.html 

 

  

http://www.truedemocracy.net/hj33/08.html


GREATER ISRAEL COURTESY OF ISIS! 

 
 

ISIS has destroyed Libya, Iraq, Syria & is now turning its 

attention to Lebanon. In other words, up to now, these 

blood-thirsty Islamic terrorists so far have only 

slaughtered Arabs & Muslims. Are you telling me, as 

well as being deaf & dumb, they’re also blind as a bat? 

Israel is a stone’s throw away but is yet to be threatened. 

Not one Israeli has died at the hands of ISIS. These 

terrorists sure know what they’re doing! All of Israel’s 

enemies are being slaughtered 

https://gmmuk.com/greater-israel-courtesy-of-isis/ 

https://gmmuk.com/greater-israel-courtesy-of-isis/


“GREATER ISRAEL” IN THE 

MAKING? ISRAEL TO CONTROL 

MEDITERRANEAN FROM BEIRUT 

TO GAZA? 

1. Under the pretext of a future pre-emptive strike against 

Hezbollah, US-backed Israeli forces are expected to 

attack both Lebanon and Gaza in order to occupy and 

control the entire Eastern Mediterranean seaboard from 

Rafah to Beirut – a coastline of some 312 kms (194 

miles) in length. 

 

2. The next objective of the ‘Greater Israel’ project would 

be to consolidate all the land up to and including the 

Jordan River in the East; to Eilat in the South; Beirut in 

the North and the Mediterranean in the West. This would 

entail the forced displacement of millions of Lebanese, 

Gazan and Jordanian citizens as well as the original 

Palestinians, to neighbouring states, plus the 

expropriation of their land and wealth by turning the 

population into refugees within their own countries – 

countries now occupied by Political Zionist migrants 

from Europe, FSU and America. 

https://www.darkmoon.me/2017/greater-israel-in-the-

making-israel-to-control-mediterranean-from-beirut-to-

gaza/ 

https://www.darkmoon.me/2017/greater-israel-in-the-making-israel-to-control-mediterranean-from-beirut-to-gaza/
https://www.darkmoon.me/2017/greater-israel-in-the-making-israel-to-control-mediterranean-from-beirut-to-gaza/
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EGYPT IS BUILDING A NEW MEGA-CITY 

ON THE RED SEA NEAR SHARM EL SHEIKH 

– FUNDED BY SAUDI ARABIA 

 

The official told Reuters that the city will be built from a 

joint fund between Egypt, Saudi Arabia and Jordan worth 

more than $10billion (£7.1billion). 

 

The details of the project were announced during a visit 

to Cairo by Saudi Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman. 

 

Prince Mohammed previously announced his plans for 

NEOM, at an international investment conference in 

Riyadh. 

 

Officials said public and private investment in the area 

was eventually expected to total $500 billion 

(£359billion). 
 

https://www.thesun.co.uk/travel/5739471/egypt-saudi-

arabia-red-sea-mega-city-sinai-neom/ 

 

  

https://www.thesun.co.uk/travel/5739471/egypt-saudi-arabia-red-sea-mega-city-sinai-neom/
https://www.thesun.co.uk/travel/5739471/egypt-saudi-arabia-red-sea-mega-city-sinai-neom/


CAN MBS'S NEOM TRANSLATE INTO THE 

SAUDIS FORGING TIES WITH ISRAEL? 

Involving Israeli companies in such an assertive urban 

development project was not just talk in Saudi's power 

corridors. For several years, the Saudi government and 

Israel have secretly liaised to ensure an easy facilitation 

of doing business with Tel Aviv.  

 

According to a Reuters report published in 2017, the 

Saudi government and Israeli companies worked in 

complete secrecy and ensured "no Israeli company could 

go public with details of the contact with the Saudi fund, 

which has some $230billion in assets under 

management". 

 

A Jerusalem Post investigation in the same year revealed 

that the Saudis were reluctant in "cooperating with the 

Israelis formally" but when it came to venture capital 

firms coming from the private sector, they were keen on 

working with them to "create all kinds of cooperation on 

water, energy, ag-tech, foodtech." 

 

https://www.trtworld.com/magazine/can-mbs-s-neom-

translate-into-the-saudis-forging-ties-with-israel-38974 

 
 

https://www.trtworld.com/magazine/can-mbs-s-neom-translate-into-the-saudis-forging-ties-with-israel-38974
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THE SAUDI-ISRAELI GET-TOGETHER IN NEOM 

Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu’s recent 

visit to NEOM is a sign that Israel’s relationship 

with Saudi Arabia is continuing to warm. Yet 

the kingdom is not open to full-fledged 

diplomatic relations with Israel thus far, even if 

Saudi Arabia is moving in the direction of a 

more normalized relationship with Tel Aviv. 

Although it has been denied by the Saudi government, on 

November 22 there was a brief meeting in the Saudi high-

tech city of NEOM between Crown Prince Mohammed 

bin Salman (MbS), Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin 

Netanyahu, US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo, and 

other figures from the three countries. While it did not 

even last two hours, Iran was the main topic of 

discussion. 

 

What is there to take away from this get-together? There 

is a risk of reading too much into it. Netanyahu’s under-

the-radar visit did not prove that there are new parameters 

to Saudi Arabia and Israel’s relationship. What we can 

conclude, however, is that Saudi Arabia is continuing to 

take partial steps in the direction of normalization. 

https://insidearabia.com/the-saudi-israeli-get-together-in-

neom/ 

https://insidearabia.com/the-saudi-israeli-get-together-in-neom/
https://insidearabia.com/the-saudi-israeli-get-together-in-neom/


NEOM CITY AT A 

GLANCE 



 

[Edited version of a talk in Urdu in 

a video by Imran Khan. Not to be 

confused with the Prime Minister!] 

Bismillahir Rahmaanir Raheem 

As salamu alaikum to all. 

Neom City 

Research about Neom city 

I have done some research on this and this talk is based on 

my research. This talk is about a city – Neom – where 

Benjamin Netanyahu [the prime minister of Israel] has set 



foot for the first time to meet Muhammad Bin Salman 

(MBS, the crown prince of Saudi Arabia). 

Pertinent questions about Neom City? 

Which city is this? Why is it being built? If you hear about 

this, you will be shocked and taken aback by what 

Muhammad Bin Salman is saying.  

Presentation of research conducted 

On whose agenda is he working? I thought that by making 

this video, many people will start stalking me. But I feel 

that I want to convey my research to you. I have made a 

promise, that whatever I find to be correct in my research, 

I will convey it to you in such easy words that every person 

will be able understand it. Now we are talking about a city, 

Neom.  

Muhammad Bin Salman and Neom City 

This is the only city and only airport in Saudi Arabia where 

an Israeli aircraft has landed. And you know that Israel 

wants to create the Greater Israel. Let me tell you first 

about this city. This city is a master plan of Muhammad 



Bin Salman. He is the crown prince of Saudi Arabia. He 

removed another crown prince and replaced him. His 

father, King Salman, is the current ruler. And Muhammad 

Bin Salman will be his successor.  

Who is Muhammad Bin Salman? 

Muhammad Bin Salman controls all the affairs of Saudi 

Arabia at present. He is the de facto ruler. He controls the 

army, the intelligence agencies, the domestic and foreign 

affairs of the country; everything is in his control. He made 

a decision to construct this city. Now look at the map of 

Saudi Arabia. And try to understand where this city is. 

 



Location 

By looking at the map, you will very easily understand that 

the Red Sea flows alongside Saudi Arabia. The Red Sea is 

a thin line that goes (from the south) up till Israel. 

Countries bordering Neom City 

Which countries form the junction here? One is Saudi 

Arabia, Egypt is to the west, to the north is Jordan and 

further north is Jerusalem and Israel. There is a small 

portion of the sea that touches Israel. The Suez Canal is 

situated here.  

Four countries 

But today, this is not our topic. To the north east is Iraq, 

then Iran follows. North of Israel is Lebanon and Syria. 

Now where is the city of Neom being built? It is being built 

at the junction of Jordan, Israel and Egypt. The borders of 

these three countries are close by. That is, there are four 

countries whose borders are very close to each other here: 

Saudi Arabia, Jordan, Israel and Egypt. 

Sea-bordering countries 



And this is the area where the city of Neom is being 

constructed. If you travel by sea [from the south of Saudi 

Arabia], you can easily reach Israel. You can easily go to 

Egypt. The people of Jordan can easily travel and come 

here. And as for Saudi Arabia, this city is situated in Saudi 

Arabia. 

Proximity to Israel 

This city is located in such a way that if you travel south, 

you come to Madinah Munawwarah, further south is 

Makkah Mukarramah, followed by Jeddah and Jeddah is a 

port. So now you can understand where this city is being 

built. Saudi Arabia has built this city as close to Israel as 

possible.  

The Howeitat tribe 

On the one side of it is Egypt, on the other side is Jordan, 

while Israel is on one side and in the middle is the area of 

Saudi Arabia where Neom is being built. The inhabitants 

of the region of Neom are called the Howeitat tribe. This 

tribe has been living there for centuries. They settled here 



on the coast when the rays of Islam were spreading 

everywhere. This was the road used to go to Jerusalem.  

About the Howeitat tribe 

It is a very old area. These people live here and they have 

primitive ways. Their narrations are also primitive. Their 

customs are also ancient. Their food and drink and way of 

living is primitive. They travel on horses and donkeys. 

They do have vehicles but prefer to spend their days 

according to ancient ways.  

The land 

All the land here belongs to them. The land is being 

forcefully snatched away from them to build this city. The 

people of the tribe are saying: “Build the city but allow us 

to live in it.”  

Expropriation and eviction 

But the Saudi government is saying: “No, you cannot live 

here. Take some money and vacate this area. And if you 

do not want to take the money, then we will forcefully 

expel you from here.”  



The dispute 

The villagers are asking: “Why should we leave this place? 

This is the land of our forefathers. Give us place in the 

houses that you are building here. If you are taking 100 

acres from us, then at least replace it with 1 acre for us after 

developing it. Allow us to live here.” But the government 

is saying: “Your customs, your narrations and your Islam 

do not conform to this city.” For who is this city being 

built? I will tell you that also.  

Size of Neom City 

This is a plan for Dajjal. There is a special area north of 

Madinah Munawwarah. North of this is Neom. How large 

is this city? It will have an area of 26 500 square 

kilometres. How big is Lahore? It is 1772 km2. Where is 

26 000 and where is 1700? Karachi is 3780 km2. Those 

who understand Lahore and Karachi, let me tell you that if 

you have 15 cities like Lahore, they will easily fit into this 

city. If you place Karachi in this city, you can fit it in 7 

times. This is how large a city Muhammad Bin Salman is 

building. Those who know America can understand that 



New York can be fitted 22 times in this city. Muhammad 

Bin Salman is building this city. 

Neom City and Internet of Things (IoT)  

What will happen here? Let me tell you a few facts about 

it. They are very interesting. You may probably not have 

heard of this before. It will be a high tech city. It will have 

the most sophisticated internet. It will have the most 

modern machines. A speciality of this city will be flying 

taxis. This city is being designed in such a way that small 

aircraft like helicopters are being brought into the city. 

People will travel in these taxis.  

How IoT will work? 

The buildings are also being built to accommodate this. 

Instead of maids in the houses, there will be robots to do 

all the work. They are being manufactured here in very 

large numbers. These robots will serve the city. If you want 

a pizza or any food item, they will be dropped off by you 

with the aid of drones.  

Neom City as the financial hub of Saudi Arabia 



A whole aerial network is being constructed by means of 

which this city will function. It will be the most modern 

city in the world. It will also be the financial hub of Saudi 

Arabia. All deals will be conducted from here. Top 

businessmen will come here and all the banks of the world 

will open here. The total cost of this city is $500 billion 

USD. Reflect over this for a moment. What a massive 

amount of money this is.  

Financial assistance to Pakistan  

The assistance which Saudi Arabia has provided to 

Pakistan is $2 billion USD. Our ribs pain in trying to repay 

Saudi Arabia for $2 billion. They are our brothers. They 

have done us a favour. We need to repay them or we are 

blackmailed by them. They assisted us in a critical hour of 

need. So just imagine how large an amount is $500 billion. 

When China invested 46 billion dollars, the people started 

jumping and saying: we can build the whole of Pakistan 

with this amount of money.  

Muhammad Bin Salman and Netanyahu 



Muhammad Bin Salman is building a city for five billion 

dollars. This is his brain-child. Why did he invite 

Netanyahu to this place? There is only one airport there.  

A secret meeting 

Why did he call him now? The reason for meeting him 

there was because it could be kept as a complete secret. 

The media and other critics would not be aware of it.  

No one will ever come to know. And it is close to Israel. 

After landing here, he spent some time, had a meeting, and 

then returned to Israel. 

Israelis and Neom City 

Why did the Israelis come to this place first and stay here? 

It is a big question. I will give you the answer. This city 

also has some other specialities. It will have a completely 

free and secular atmosphere. The laws in the rest of Saudi 

Arabia are being relaxed but here, there are no laws at all 

right from the onset.  

A secular city 



It is a secular city. The women may wear whatever clothes 

they want to. The coastline that was once used by Muslim 

businessmen in the olden days, will now be turned into 

modern beaches. You can wear any kind of clothing there 

that you want to. A woman can don whatever she wants to 

and there will be no one to ask her any question. There will 

be total permission for wine and adultery. Centres of 

debauchery, gambling and clubs will be established here.  

Lack of skilled labour 

It will be a completely secular city where every aspect of 

debauchery will be available for the people of the world 

who will come here. Saudi Arabia does not have skilled 

labour. The rulers did not allow the masses to become 

skilled in anything. They did not give them the chance to 

think and ponder. They did not allow their people to do 

intelligent and brilliant work. They are neither experts of 

anything nor do they know any technical things.  

One million of the best skilled workers 



Saudi Arabia needs people who are skilled and these will 

be brought into the country from abroad. Jews and 

westerners will mostly inhabit this city. The wealthy 

people of Asia will come here. The very intelligent doctors 

will be brought here. One million of the best skilled 

workers will be made to inhabit this city. One million 

people will live in this city which will be 15 times larger 

than Lahore. And it will be the most high-tech city of the 

world.  

A “moon beach” 

There are other things in this city which will make you 

dumbfounded. They are manufacturing a fake moon in the 

middle of the desert. This is one of their major projects – a 

moon beach. People will go there and enjoy themselves. It 

will be an area for moon parties. The people who 

understand this will know what they are trying to do. There 

will be freedom of every kind. There will be modern 

beaches. 

The natives 



The people who lived there for centuries are being expelled 

because they are too backward. 

Jews and Neom city 

Most of the contracts for the city are being given to the 

Jews. So they will make their own suburbs according to 

their style. The Jews have started their work there already. 

The final presentation has been handed over to Benjamin 

Netanyahu. Hereafter Israel and Saudi Arabia together will 

complete this project. Jews, Christians, non-Muslims and 

secular Muslims will be made to inhabit this city. 

Vision 2030 

The city should be completed by 2030. They said that 30 

000 people will be able to live in the city by 2025. These 

will be the initial citizens of this city. Thereafter it will 

progress very fast. The city will spread out very rapidly. 

Why has Saudi Arabia done this? Not Saudi Arabia, why 

has Muhammad Bin Salman done this?  

Saudi Arabia in recession 



Understand this in a technical sense. One reason is that 

their wealth based on oil is being depleted. Saudi Arabia is 

drowning in debt. They need to take loans and sell their 

assets. The price of oil has been decreasing. They have 

suffered a tremendous loss because of the Corona Virus. 

So now they need to decrease their expenses.  

Saudi Arabia and diversification 

They are searching for other avenues in order to progress. 

They want to build a city like Dubai where people can 

enjoy debauchery and trade with the rest of the world. 

Therefore they want to build a city like this on a beach. 

This is their basic aim. But behind this, there is another 

aim. Look at the map of Saudi Arabia. 

At the bottom is Makkah Mukarramah. Going upwards 

you come to Madinah Munawwarah. Further up is Neom 

City.  

Greater Israel 

Now look at the map of Greater Israel. This is an area 

which Israel wants to make into Greater Israel. 



 

Integration 

If you look carefully at this map, you will see that a very 

large part of Egypt is included in it. Cairo, the capital city 

is part of it. More than half of Syria is included. The whole 

of Lebanon is part of it. The whole of Jordan is in it. Half 

of Iraq is included. A small portion of Kuwait is in it. Then 

a large chunk of Saudi Arabia is part of Greater Israel.  

The headquarters of Dajjal 

The centre point of this whole map is Neom City. This city 

will be the headquarters of Dajjal. According to the ahadith 



of Nabi (sallallahu alaihi wasallam), Dajjál with his 

supporters, will reach the sacred area of Hijaz. He will be 

stopped out of Madinah Munawwarah by the power of 

Allah. He will also reach Makkah Mukarramah and try to 

attack these cities. The Muslims will oppose him. He will 

come very deep into Hijaz. This city will be the door for 

him to enter. This Neom City is a trial of Dajjal. This is a 

centre of debauchery.  

Every evil  

There will be secularism, gambling, adultery and every 

evil which Dajjal relishes. All the things that declare war 

with Allah are being created in this city. So the first 

headquarter of Dajjal is being prepared in Saudi Arabia 

where the Israeli Prime Minister landed and formally 

initiated it. Now this city will be built and the ahadith of 

Nabí السالم عليه (sallallahu alaihi wasallam) will be realized. 

Nabí السالم عليه (sallallahu alaihi wasallam) said: 

Destruction to the Arabs. This is Dajjal, the forerunner to 

Qiyamah. His roads and his city are being built. The time 



is near. Recognize the reality and keep your qiblah 

(direction) correct. May Allah protect us.  

The value of Imaan 

ONE of the many aspects that one learns about via the 

story of the antichrist, or Dajjal, is that worldly wealth and 

achievements are not what determine a person’s worth and 

true value. Indeed, a person could possess all that the world 

contains yet if he is devoid of faith in his heart, he is truly 

worth nothing. Thus, another Hadith in Saheeh Muslim 

reads: 

About dajjal 

Mughirah ibn Shu’ba stated: No one asked God’s 

Messenger (peace be upon him), more about the Dajjal 

than I. He said (to me), “He should not be a source of worry 

to you for he would not be able to do any harm to you.” I 

said, “God’s Messenger, it is alleged that he would have 

along with him (abundance of) food and water.” 

Thereupon he said, “He (the Dajjal) and his ability to 

misguide the believers with what God has allowed to be 



created by his (the Dajjal’s) hands (i.e., the large quantities 

of food and water with him) would be insignificant in 

comparison to God’s ability to make these events a source 

for increasing the faith of the believers.” 

Madinah Munawwarah and dajjal 

Also mentioned in Saheeh Muslim are some Hadiths in 

which the Prophet Muhammad stated: “There will be no 

land which the Dajjal would not pass through or traverse 

except for Makkah and Madinah, and there would no 

passage out of the passages leading to them which would 

not be guarded by angels arranged in rows. Then he (the 

Dajjal) would appear in some tracts of land (which 

contain high concentrations of salt and wherein seepage 

occurs causing them to be barren) adjacent to the city of 

Madinah and it (Madinah) would sake violently such that 

every unbeliever and hypocrite would exit from it and 

move towards him (the Dajjal).” 

70 000 Jews of Isfahan 

The Prophet also described the followers of the Dajjal 



when he said: “The Dajjal would be followed by 70,000 

Jews of Isfahan wearing Persian shawls.” 

A detailed exposition on Dajjal 

The following longer Hadith from Saheeh Muslim gives a 

more detailed account of the exploits of the Dajjal and it 

will lead directly into the next occurring major sign of the 

Day of Judgment, the return of Jesus: An-Nawwas ibn 

Sam’aan reported that God’s Messenger (peace be upon 

him) made a mention of the Dajjal one day in the 

morning.  

He sometimes described him to be insignificant and 

sometimes described (his turmoil) as very significant and 

we felt as if he were in the cluster of the date-palm trees. 

When we went to him (to the Prophet) in the evening and 

he read (the signs of fear) in our faces, he said, “‘What is 

the matter with you?” We said, ‘God’s Messenger, you 

made a mention of the Dajjal in the morning (sometimes 

describing him) to be insignificant and sometimes very 



important, until we began to think as if he were present in 

some (near) part of the cluster of the date-palm trees.’  

Thereupon he said, ‘I harbor fear in regard to you in so 

many other things besides the Dajjal. If he comes forth 

while I am among you, I shall contend with him on your 

behalf, but if he comes forth while I am not among you, a 

man must contend on his own behalf and God would take 

care of every Muslim on my behalf (and safeguard him 

against his evil). He (the Dajjal) would be a young man 

with twisted, contracted hair, and a blind eye.  

I compare him to Abdul-Uzza b. Qatan. He who among 

you would survive to see him should recite over him the 

opening verses of Surah Al-Kahf. He would appear on the 

way between Syria and Iraq and would spread mischief 

right and left. O servant of God! Adhere (to the path of 

Truth).’ We said, ‘God’s Messenger, how long would he 

stay on the earth?’  

He said, ‘For 40 days, one day like a year and one day 

like a month and one day like a week and the rest of the 



days would be like your (normal) days.’ We said, ‘God’s 

Messenger, would one day’s prayer suffice for the 

prayers of day equal to one year?’ Thereupon he said, 

‘No, but you must make an estimate of time (and then 

observe prayer).’ We said, ‘God’s Messenger, how 

quickly would he walk upon the earth?’ Thereupon he 

said, ‘Like a cloud driven by the wind. 

‘He would come to the people and invite them (to a 

wrong religion) and they would affirm their faith in him 

and respond to him. He would then give a command to 

the sky and there would be rainfall upon the earth and it 

would grow crops. Then in the evening, their posturing 

animals would come to them with their humps very high 

and their udders full of milk and their flanks stretched. He 

would then come to another people and invite them. But 

they would reject him and he would go away from them 

and there would be drought for them and nothing would 

be left with them in the form of wealth.  



He would then walk through the waste land and say to it, 

‘Bring forth your treasures,’ and the treasures would come 

out and collect (themselves) before him like the swarm of 

bees. He would then call a person brimming with youth 

and strike him with the sword and cut him into two pieces 

and (make these pieces lie at a distance which is generally) 

between the archer and his target. He would then call (that 

young man) and he will come forward laughing with his 

face gleaming (with happiness) and it would at this very 

time that God would send Christ, son of Mary…’”  

[Edited version of a talk in Urdu in a video by Imran 

Khan. Not to be confused with the Prime Minister!] 

 



THE EVIL TWINS OF TRANSHUMANISM 

AND TECHNOCRACY 

Technocracy is to the transformation of society as 

Transhumanism is to the transformation of the human 

condition of people who would live in that society. 

Both are underpinned by a religious belief known as 

Scientism that says that science is a god and that 

scientists, engineers and technologists are the priesthood 

that translates findings into practice. 

Scientism refutes traditional religious views, morals and 

philosophy and instead looks to science as the source for 

personal and societal moral value. 

Today, Technocracy is embodied in the World Economic 

Forum’s Great Reset and the various United Nations’ 

manifestations of Sustainable Development: Agenda 21, 

2030 Agenda, New Urban Agenda, etc. 

https://www.technocracy.news/the-evil-twins-of-

transhumanism-and-technocracy/ 

https://www.technocracy.news/the-evil-twins-of-transhumanism-and-technocracy/
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GOD AND ROBOTS: WILL AI 

TRANSFORM RELIGION? 

 

God and robots: Will AI transform religion? 

 

Artificial intelligence is changing how we interact with 

everything, from food to healthcare, travel and also 

religion. 

 

Experts say major global faiths are discussing their 

relationship with AI, and some are starting to incorporate 

this technology into their worship. Robot priests can 

recite prayers, deliver sermons, and even comfort those 

experiencing a spiritual crisis. 

 

https://www.bbc.com/news/av/technology-58983047 

 

https://www.bbc.com/news/av/technology-58983047


SAUDI ARABIA GRANTS CITIZENSHIP 

TO ROBOT SOPHIA 

Saudi Arabia granted citizenship to a humanoid 

robot, it announced at an innovation conference in 

Riyadh this week. It claims to be the first nation to 

bestow citizenship upon a robot. 

 

Sophia was built by the Hong Kong-based company 

Hanson Robotics in 2015. The inventor David Hanson 

claims that the robot is imbued with artificial 

intelligence and can recognize faces. The robot's 

silicon face can reportedly mimic 62 human facial 

expressions. 

 

"I am the latest and greatest robot from Hanson 

Robotics," Sophia told panel moderator Andrew Ross 

Sorkin. "I feel that people like interacting with me 

sometimes more than a regular human." 

https://www.dw.com/en/saudi-arabia-grants-

citizenship-to-robot-sophia/a-41150856 

https://www.dw.com/en/saudi-arabia-grants-citizenship-to-robot-sophia/a-41150856
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SAUDI ARABIA'S MBS ALLEGEDLY INVOKES THE 

PHARAOHS AS HIS NEOM DREAMS GROW WILDER 

According to the WSJ, urban planners offered the crown 

prince simpler plans for a zero-carbon city at a Neom 

board meeting last December.  

 

“I want to build my pyramids,” the de facto ruler is said 

to have retorted, urging the planners to think bolder. 

 

The comments have led to comparisons with the pharaohs 

of ancient history, as the 35-year-old crown prince looks 

to make his mark on history. 

 

“He thinks the world is about him. Like he's a God who 

wants to create a new civilisation,” London-based Saudi 

activist Alya al-Huwaiti told Middle East Eye. “And like 

pharaohs, anyone who rejects his vision will die or 

disappear.” 

 

Huwaiti is a dissident member of the Howeitat tribe, who 

have lived in Saudi Arabia’s Tabuk province for 

centuries, but now face expulsion from their homes to 

make way for the megacity. 

https://www.middleeasteye.net/news/saudi-arabia-mbs-

neom-megacity-pyramids-pharaoh 

https://www.middleeasteye.net/news/saudi-arabia-mbs-neom-megacity-pyramids-pharaoh
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“KING OF JERUSALEM” HONOURED BY SAUDI, 

UAE AND BAHRAIN 

 

 

A CLAIM LEGITIMISED BY 
SAUDI, UAE AND BAHRAIN 

 

 



The King of Jerusalem was the supreme ruler of the 

Kingdom of Jerusalem, the Crusader state founded by 

Christian princes in 1099 when the First Crusade took 

control of the city. 

 

Godfrey of Bouillon, the first ruler of the Kingdom of 

Jerusalem, refused the title of king choosing instead the 

title Advocatus Sancti Sepulchri, that is Advocate or 

Defender of the Church of the Holy Sepulchre. In 1100 

Baldwin I, Godfrey's successor, was the first ruler 

crowned as king. The crusaders in Jerusalem were 

conquered in 1187, but their Kingdom of Jerusalem 

survived, moving the capital to Acre in 1191. Crusaders 

re-captured the city of Jerusalem in the Sixth Crusade, 

during 1229–1239 and 1241–1244. 

 

The Kingdom of Jerusalem was finally dissolved with the 

fall of Acre and the end of the Crusades in the Holy Land 

in 1291. 

 

Even after the Crusader States ceased to exist, the title of 

"King of Jerusalem" was claimed by a number of 

European noble houses descended from the kings of 

Cyprus or the kings of Naples, and is claimed by the 

current king of Spain. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/King_of_Jerusalem 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/King_of_Jerusalem


THE LIFE OF SPAIN’S EMERITUS KING JUAN 

CARLOS I IN ABU DHABI 
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  Hadhrat Umar 

Radhiyallahu Anhu reports 

that he heard Rasulullah 

Sallallahu Alayhi Wa 

Sallam say: 
 

"I will expel the Jews and 

Christians from the 

Arabian Peninsula and 

will not leave any but 

Muslim." 

Saheeh Muslim #1767 



HOW THE GULF MONARCHIES MADE EX-KING 

JUAN CARLOS RICH 

 

Living in exile in Abu Dhabi since August 2020 at the 

request of his son Felipe VI on account of corruption 

scandals attached to his name, the former king of Spain 

amassed a considerable fortune during his 39-year reign 

thanks to the Gulf rulers. 

 

“Only one non-Saudi, King Juan Carlos, has my father’s 

mobile phone number,” the Saudi crown prince, 

Mohammed bin Salman bin Abdelaziz (MBS) confided to 

a group of Spanish journalists to whom he gave an 

audience while visiting Madrid in April 2018. “And from 

time to time they ring one another.” 

This remark made by the Crown Prince and Saudi strong 

man is indicative of the bonds that have been forged 

between former King of Spain Juan Carlos and all the 

Gulf Monarchies, not just Saudi Arabia. Witness the fact 

that dogged by corruption scandals, the former king 

decided on 3 August 2020 to find exile in the United 

Arab Emirates (UAE). Yet he had plenty of other options, 

from Portugal to the Dominican Republic. 

His host there is the Crown Prince and regional strong 

man, Mohamed ben Zayed (MBZ) who posed with him 

for a photographer in mid-February, presumably to put a 

stop to rumours circulating in Spain about the former 

king’s poor health (he has just turned 83). “I’m fit as a 



fiddle, I do two hours of gymnastics every day,” Don 

Juan Carlos declared on that occasion to the Spanish 

weekly Hola. 

At the beginning of his stay, he was lodged in a huge 

suite in the Emirates Palace, one of the world’s most 

luxurious hotels. Now he resides in a sumptuous villa on 

Zaya Nurai Island, less than an hour’s drive from the 

capital. Thus the former King adds his name to the list of 

other exiled dignitaries who have spent time in Abu 

Dhabi or Dubai, such as the Pakistanis Benazir Bhutto 

and Pervez Musharraf or, more recently, Anisa Makhlouf, 

mother of Syrian President Bachar Al-Assad and his 

daughter Bushra. 

A MEETING WITH MBS 

In the past, Mohamed bin Zayed has already been very 

nice to the King of Spain. In 2011 he made him a present 

of two Ferraris, each worth well over $400,000 and which 

Don Juan Carlos finally gave to the National Heritage 

Trust which sold them at auction for $529,000. He also 

invited the King every year in November to the Abu 

Dhabi Formula 1 Grand Prix, which the latter sometimes 

attended with his daughters. 

It was in fact by the side of the Yas Marina racetrack in 

November 2018 that the Spanish Monarch shook hands 

and had a brief talk with Crown Prince Mohamed bin 

Salman just one month after the murder in Istanbul of the 

Saudi journalist Jamal Khashoggi, presumably ordered by 



him. The King thus became the first Western dignitary to 

have contributed to whitewashing the Prince’s public 

image. The Saudi Press Agency (SPA) lost no time 

circulating the photo of that encounter which was seen 

the world over. 

THE SAUDI KING’S “BROTHER” 

“Juan Carlos then sent an emissary to the Saudi crown 

prince Fahd bin Abdulaziz al-Saud who answered him 

immediately: ‘Tell my brother Prince Don Juan Carlos 

that we shall send him all the oil Spain will need’, the 

journalist Rebeca Quintans reports in her book Juan 

Carlos I: la biografia sin silencios, Editorial Akal, 2016). 

‘In exchange for these good offices the Prince was paid a 

commission and no one had any objections,’ she adds. 

When democracy was finally established in Spain after 

1978, Juan Carlos, who had become king four years 

earlier, went on collecting what amounted to an oil 

tithing. 

And he received another present from Prince Fahd, the 

Fortuna, a sailing yacht in which the King of Spain plied 

the waters of the Balearic Islands every summer for 21 

years. Six months after his coronation, in June 2014, 

King Felipe VI tried to put a stop to this practice. He laid 

down a rule, phrased a bit vaguely, limiting the value of 

gifts the royal family were allowed to receive. 

The dealings with Prince Fahd ben Abdulaziz al-Saud 

who ascended the throne in 1982, were not confined to oil 



alone. During a visit he paid to Madrid, Juan Carlos 

asked him for a credit of 100 million dollars, according to 

the book La Soledad del Rey (The King’s solitude) 

(Editorial La Esfer de los Libros, 2004) by the journalist 

José García-Abad. He immediately obtained a ten years, 

interest-free loan, but the author believes he did not pay it 

back in time or in full. 

Chronologically, Prince Fahd was not the first Islamic 

ruler whom Juan Carlos asked for financial aid. In 1977, 

Shah Mohammad Reza Pahlavi of Iran got a letter from 

the King of Spain asking for ten million dollars in order 

to “shore up the Spanish monarchy” according to 

Asadollah Alam’s book, The Shah and I: The 

Confidential Diary of Iran’s Royal Court 1967-1977 (I.B. 

Tauris and Co. Ltd, London 1991). Alam, who was a 

minister at the Tehran court, claims that Juan Carlos got 

the amount he asked for. 

José García-Abad and Rebeca Quintans—whose first 

book dates from 2000 and had trouble finding a 

publisher—are the only two journalists to have published 

unflattering biographies of Juan Carlos Ist before the 

myth of the exemplary King collapsed during his 

elephant-hunting safari in Botswana with his Mistress 

Corinna Larsen and one of his sons. This safari, meant to 

go unnoticed, was revealed because the monarch broke 

his hip and had to be flown back to Spain in a hurry. 

THE ILL-FATED SAFARI 



It was a Spaniard of Syrian origin, Mohamed Eyad 

Kayali who had invited the King and his suite, all 

expenses paid (nearly $60,000), on this trip to Botswana. 

At the time, he was known to be the agent in Spain of 

Crown Prince Salman (crowned king in 2015) and, until 

his death in 2019, managed, from his offices in Madrid, 

Casa Al Siyadh S.L., a Saudi real estate holding 

company. He also handled Salman’s and King Fahd’s 

sojourns at Mariella (in the South of Spain) at the end of 

the last century. Juan Carlos would interrupt his holidays 

every summer to pay them a visit. 

King Fahd died in August 2005 - Juan Carlos asked the 

government to declare an official day of mourning - and 

his successor, King Abdallah ben Abdelaziz Al Saoud 

was no less generous with Juan Carlos Ist. In 2008 he 

ordered the Saudi Finance Minister to transfer 100 

million dollars to a Swiss account, at the Banque 

Mirabaud, belonging to the Lucum Founndation, based in 

Panama and created that same year by the King of Spain. 

The money was meant as a display of gratitude for the 

success of the Madrid Conference for Interfaith Dialogue 

inaugurated by King Abdallah in July of that same year, 

according to sources connected with the organisation of 

the event. No wonder then that Juan Carlos shed a few 

tears in public when, in January 2015, he made a private 

visit to Riyadh to offer his condolences to King Salman 

after Abdallah’s death earlier that month. 



In 2012, Don Juan Carlos transferred 64.8 million dollars 

of the royal gift to Corinna Larsen “out of gratitude and 

love” his former mistress’ told the Geneva prosecutor 

Bertossa, who indicted her for money laundering. Also 

facing trial in this affair are Arturo Fasana, who manages 

the King’s fortune in Switzerland, and Dante Canónica, 

his attorney, but not Juan Carlos Ist. 

Love may not have been the sole motive for this 

generosity. His German mistress was also his business 

partner in the Gulf. She was among the cohort of Spanish 

businessmen who accompanied Juan Carlos I on his 

official visits to certain countries in the region. In 2008 

she was even received in Riyadh by Prince Al Walid bin 

Talal who at the time was the richest man in the Arab 

world. According to information posted on the Kingdom 

Holding Co.’s website, he invited Corinna Larsen to a 

business luncheon, as representative of the King of Spain. 

THE BAHRAIN CONNECTION 

In the course of his interrogation in Geneva, Arturo 

Fasana also admitted that in Switzerland, in 2010, the 

King of Spain had personally handed him a suitcase 

containing 1.9 million dollars, a present from the King of 

Bahrain, Hamad bin Isa al Khalifa, a sum which was 

immediately paid into the Lucum Foundation’s account. 

Since his abdication in June 2014, Juan Carlos has taken 

half a dozen private trips to Bahrain. And the Bahraini 

monarch went to Madrid in September 2019, merely to 



inquire about the state of health of Juan Carlos, 

convalescing after his seventh operation. 

In Spain, the Public Prosecutor has issued no indictment 

but has launched several enquiries, including one dealing 

with commissions that Don Juan Carlos is alleged to have 

received after a consortium of Spanish companies was 

awarded the construction of a high-speed rail connection 

between Mecca and Medina. The King had gone to great 

pains with his Saudi friends to wrest from them this 8-

billion-dollar contract (which President Sarkozy had also 

coveted for France), but if he did earn any commissions, 

he could not be brought to justice, since the Spanish 

Constitution specifies that the Chief of State is 

“inviolable and assumes no liability”. He can therefore 

only be prosecuted for offences committed after his 

abdication in 2014. To avoid this, he paid the Spanish tax 

authorities nearly 6 million dollars, between December 

2020 and February 2021. 

While the present from the ruler of Bahrain was modest 

enough by comparison with those from the Saudis, the 

one Juan Carlos received from King Hussein of Jordan 

was frankly of little interest. In the nineteen seventies, the 

Hashemite monarch had built for himself a splendid 

seaside villa on the Canary island of Lanzarote where he 

never set foot. He gave it to the King of Spain in 1989 

and the latter, in turn, gave it to the National Heritage 

Trust. The Spanish royal family have rarely used it, 

preferring to spend their Canary Island holidays in 



Mallorca. The person who spent the most time there—

three weeks in 1992—was Mikail Gorbachev, former 

President of the USSR, with his wife Raïssa. 

Juan Carlos established close relations with the Gulf 

Monarchies to get rich, of course, but also because they 

were so nice to him. Beyond the money, he made real 

friends among them, loved partying with the likes of 

Hussein of Jordan and others who were more restrained, 

like King Salman. The Kings, Sultans and their entourage 

were in turn delighted to be able to establish, for the first 

time, close relations with one of Europe’s royal families. 

https://orientxxi.info/magazine/how-the-gulf-

monarchies-made-ex-king-juan-carlos-rich,4585 
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THE FIRST PIG-TO-HUMAN ORGAN 

TRANSPLANTS COULD HAPPEN THIS YEAR 

 

UNITED THERAPEUTICS REVEALS ITS PLANS TO 

PERFORM THE TRANSPLANTS IN AN EXCLUSIVE 

INTERVIEW WITH FUTURE HUMAN 

07 January 2021 

United Therapeutics and Revivicor plan to begin a trial 

for pig-to-human kidney transplants first, and then move 

on to heart transplants. More patients are waiting on 

kidneys than any other organ, with the wait time ranging 

from three to five years, according to the National Kidney 

Foundation. Ayares said the ideal participant for these 

trials would “definitely be somebody that’s on an organ 

transplant list” but didn’t elaborate on how the company 

plans to choose patients for the trial. 

Revivicor isn’t the only company seeking to transplant 

genetically engineered pig organs into people. Boston-

based eGenesis and its Chinese partner Qihan Biotech are 



using the gene-editing tool CRISPR to modify pigs in 

hopes of someday using their organs in human patients as 

well. Last year, Luhan Yang, PhD, CEO of Qihan 

Biotech, told me the company has bred thousands of 

edited pigs with multiple genomic alterations. 

Meanwhile, XenoTherapeutics of Boston is currently 

testing pig skin from Revivicor’s GalSafe pigs in a 

clinical trial to treat burn wounds. The pig skin grafts are 

meant to be temporary until the patients’ own skin grows 

back. 

Pig heart valves are already routinely used to replace 

damaged ones in people, but the tissue is treated with 

chemicals that kill off its cells. 

https://futurehuman.medium.com/the-first-pig-to-human-

organ-transplants-could-happen-this-year-a538ad0c5536 
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ISRAELI DOCTORS DEVELOP ‘PIG-HUMAN’ 

HYBRID ORGAN FOR TRANSPLANT 

 

THERE HAVE BEEN MANY ATTEMPTS TO IMPLANT 

ANIMAL ORGANS IN HUMANS, HOWEVER THERE 

HAVE BEEN VERY ACUTE REJECTIONS. DR. SHAHAR 

COHEN OF BEILINSON HOSPITAL THINKS THAT THIS 

TIME IT WILL BE DIFFERENT. 

By MAAYAN JAFFE-HOFFMAN   APRIL 7, 2021 

21:03 

A team of Israeli researchers have developed a hybrid 

organ – an organ from a pig with “human” blood vessels 

– that they believe could help alleviate the shortage of 

transplant organs. 

There have been many attempts to implant animal organs 

in humans but this has largely been unsuccessful, mostly 

due to acute rejections, explained Dr. Shahar Cohen of 

Beilinson Hospital, whose team developed the hybrid 

organ. 



The main trigger of an organ rejection is the internal 

lining of its blood vessels, he said. This coating is the 

point of contact between the transplanted organ and the 

recipient’s body. 

“We looked for a way to produce an alternative coating 

that does not cause rejection,” Cohen told The Jerusalem 

Post. 

The solution: Cohen’s team removed the coating from the 

pigs’ blood vessels and replaced it with a more “friendly” 

coating to the human immune system that was engineered 

in the laboratory from human placenta cells, which, as far 

as is known, do not trigger rejection. 

https://www.jpost.com/health-science/israeli-doctors-

develop-pig-human-hybrid-organ-for-transplant-672861 
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US SURGEONS TEST PIG KIDNEY 

TRANSPLANT IN HUMAN PATIENT 

 
 
SURGEONS SUCCESSFULLY ATTACH A PIG’S KIDNEY TO 

A HUMAN BODY IN A POTENTIALLY KEY ADVANCE 

THAT COULD ONE DAY TO LEAD TO THE USE OF 

ANIMAL ORGANS FOR LIFE-SAVING TRANSPLANTS. 

 

20 Oct 2021 

For the first time, a pig kidney has been transplanted into 

a human without triggering an immediate rejection by the 

recipient’s immune system, a potentially key advance that 

could eventually help alleviate a dire shortage of human 

organs for transplant. 

 

The procedure done at NYU Langone Health in New 

York City involved use of a pig whose genes had been 

altered so that its tissues no longer contained a molecule 

known to trigger an almost immediate rejection, 

according to the Reuters news agency which reported on 

the news on Tuesday. 

https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2021/10/20/us-

surgeons-test-pig-kidney-transplant-in-human-patient 
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WEF 4IR CENTRE IN SAUDI ARABIA  

  



FIRST SAUDI FORUM FOR FOURTH 

INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION BEGINS IN RIYADH 

 

Prof Klaus Schwab, the founder and executive chairman 

of the World Economic Forum, was part of the 

welcoming session of the C4IR forum, which included 

ministers, senior officials and a group of experts. 

 

“Just a few years ago, developing a vaccine within a year 

would have been inconceivable. But thanks to 

technologies and international co-operation, this has 

become a reality,” Prof Schwab said as he joined the live 

streaming event from Geneva. 

 

https://www.thenationalnews.com/business/2021/07/29/fi

rst-saudi-forum-for-fourth-industrial-revolution-begins-

in-riyadh/?outputType=amp 
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ISRAEL AND THE WORLD ECONOMIC FORUM 

WORKING HAND IN GLOVE TO CREATE 

HARAAM LAB MEAT 

  



SATANIC SAUDI ARABIA VISION 2030 

The destruction of Islam 
National team matches against Japan, China to have 

100% attendance capacity 

 

https://saudigazette.com.sa/article/611816/SAUDI-

ARABIA/National-team-matches-against-Japan-

China-to-have-100-attendance-capacity 

 

Saudi Arabia will allow women to attend sporting 

events in stadiums 

 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/morning-

mix/wp/2017/10/30/saudi-arabia-will-allow-women-

to-attend-sporting-events-in-

stadiums/?outputType=amp 

 

The Largest Mirrored Building on Earth, the Maraya 

Concert Hall in Saudi Arabia 

 

https://emag.archiexpo.com/the-largest-mirrored-

building-on-earth-the-maraya-concert-hall-in-saudi-

arabia/ 
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Can Saudi Arabia Become the Middle East's Live 

Music Superpower? 

 

https://www.billboard.com/amp/articles/news/inter

national/8546784/saudi-arabia-middle-east-live-

music-business 

 

Saudi cinema chain announces $218.6m expansion 

plan 

 

https://www.arabnews.com/node/1837406/amp 

 

Saudi Arabia takes decision to open cinemas in 

Madina city, sparks outrage on social media, tweeple 

say shame on you Saudi govt 

 

https://www.apnlive.com/saudi-arabia-cinemas-

madina/ 

 

Women security guards deployed for first time at 

Masjid al-Haram in Makkah 

https://www.billboard.com/amp/articles/news/international/8546784/saudi-arabia-middle-east-live-music-business
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https://www.siasat.com/women-security-guards-

deployed-for-first-time-at-masjid-al-haram-in-

makkah-2126967/amp/ 

 

Saudi Arabia to allow only ‘immunised’ pilgrims to 

Mecca 

 

https://www.aljazeera.com/amp/news/2021/4/5/sa

udi-to-permit-only-vaccinated-pilgrims-from-

ramadan-on 

 

Saudi Arabia reportedly removes ‘Only Muslims’ sign 

on road to Madinah 

 

https://www.globalvillagespace.com/saudi-arabia-

reportedly-removes-only-muslims-sign-on-road-to-

madinah/?amp 

 

Saudi Arabia's mosques asked to turn down volume 

on loudspeakers 

 

https://www.thenationalnews.com/gulf-news/saudi-

arabia-s-mosques-asked-to-turn-down-volume-on-

loudspeakers-1.1229797?outputType=amp 
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Mohammed Bin Salman attempts to reform Islam 

 

http://www.asianews.it/news-en/Mohammed-Bin-

Salman-attempts-to-reform-Islam-53085.html 

 

Saudi allows Hindu epics in school curriculum 

 

https://www.middleeastmonitor.com/20210428-

saudi-arabia-includes-hindu-epics-in-new-school-

curriculum/ 

 

Saudi Arabia has been scrubbing its textbooks of anti-

Semitic and misogynistic passages 

 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/middle_ea

st/saudi-arabia-textbooks-education-

curriculum/2021/01/30/28ebe632-5a54-11eb-a849-

6f9423a75ffd_story.html?outputType=amp 

 

Minister Al-Sheikh orders review of mosque library 

content; removal of books that call for extremism 

 

https://saudigazette.com.sa/article/610399 
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Saudi Arabia: No Islamic dawa activity without 

permission 

 

https://gulfnews.com/amp/world/gulf/saudi/saudi-

arabia-no-islamic-dawa-activity-without-permission-

1.81927862 

 

Christmas Is No Longer Celebrated Behind Closed 

Doors in Saudi Arabia 

 

https://www.albawaba.com/amp/node/christmas-

no-longer-celebrated-behind-closed-doors-saudi-

arabia-1400482 

 

The Saudi-Israeli Get-Together in NEOM 

 

https://insidearabia.com/the-saudi-israeli-get-

together-in-neom/ 

 

IS SAUDI ARABIA ABOUT TO BUILD A MEGA CITY 

ATOP MOUNT SINAI? 
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https://www.israel365news.com/120773/saudi-

arabia-mega-city-mount-sinai/ 

 

Egypt is building a new mega-city on the Red Sea 

near Sharm El Sheikh – funded by Saudi Arabia 

 

https://www.thesun.co.uk/travel/5739471/egypt-

saudi-arabia-red-sea-mega-city-sinai-neom/ 

 

Saudi Arabia Might Recognize Israel Because Of 

NEOM 

 

https://orientalreview.org/2017/10/26/saudi-arabia-

might-recognize-israel-because-of-neom/ 

 

“Greater Israel” in the Making? Israel to Control 

Mediterranean From Beirut to Gaza? 

 

https://www.darkmoon.me/2017/greater-israel-in-

the-making-israel-to-control-mediterranean-from-

beirut-to-gaza/ 

 

Greater Israel courtesy of Isis! 
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https://gmmuk.com/greater-israel-courtesy-of-isis/ 

 

Meet the rabbi bringing Judaism to Saudi Arabia 

 

https://forward.com/news/467122/meet-the-rabbi-

bringing-judaism-to-saudi-arabia/ 

 

Atkins designs theme park in Saudi Arabia with 

world’s longest, tallest and fastest rollercoaster 

 

https://www.globalconstructionreview.com/atkins-

designs-theme-park-saudi-arabia-worlds-long/ 

 

Saudi scholar ‘held’ after criticising entertainment 

authority 

 

https://www.aljazeera.com/amp/news/2019/9/11/s

audi-scholar-held-after-criticising-entertainment-

authority 

 

Saudi Arabia: MBS's comments on extremism and 

Islamic laws cause stir 
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https://www.middleeasteye.net/news/saudi-arabia-

mohammed-bin-salman-extremism-religion-hadith-

interview-criticism 

 

£300m Saudi takeover of Newcastle United set to go 

ahead 

 

https://www.news24.com/amp/sport/soccer/english

premiership/300m-saudi-takeover-of-newcastle-

united-set-to-go-ahead-20211007 

 

Inside Mohammad bin Salman's friendship with 

actress Lindsay Lohan amid Newcastle takeover 

 

https://www.dailystar.co.uk/sport/football/newcastl

e-bin-salman-lindsay-lohan-25162303 

 

Newcastle: Inside Mohammed Bin Salman’s 'world’s 

most expensive house’ 

 

https://www.givemesport.com/1563082-newcastle-

inside-mohammed-bin-salmans-worlds-most-

expensive-house 
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Saudi Arabia and Iran have not always been foes 

 

https://www.aljazeera.com/amp/opinions/2021/3/1

3/sectarianism-and-saudi-iranian-relations 

 

What Saudi-Iran Talks Mean for Saudis and Iranians 

Themselves 

 

https://dawnmena.org/what-saudi-iran-talks-mean-

for-saudis-and-iranians-themselves/ 

 

Saudi hit squad’s gruesome conversations during 

Khashoggi's murder revealed 

 

https://www.dailysabah.com/investigations/2019/09

/09/saudi-hit-squads-gruesome-conversations-

during-khashoggis-murder-revealed/amp 

 

Saudi Crown Prince MBS OK'd plan to capture 

Khashoggi: US report 

 

https://www.dailysabah.com/world/americas/saudi-

crown-prince-mbs-okd-plan-to-capture-khashoggi-

us-report/amp 
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Saudi Arabia Cheers the Coup in Egypt 

https://www.brookings.edu/opinions/saudi-arabia-

cheers-the-coup-in-egypt/amp/ 

 

Ahmed al-Raissouni Blames Saudi Arabia, Egypt, UAE 

for Death of Mohamed Morsi 

 

https://www.moroccoworldnews.com/2019/06/276

098/ahmed-al-raissouni-saudi-arabia-egypt-uae-

mohamed-morsi 

 

Khashoggi and Morsi: Victims of a cruel message 

 

https://www.trtworld.com/opinion/khashoggi-and-

morsi-victims-of-a-cruel-message-27643/amp 

 

Conspicuous silence of the Arab world about Taliban 

 

https://www.dailysabah.com/opinion/op-

ed/conspicuous-silence-of-the-arab-worldabout-

taliban 
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Saudi Arabia severs all ties with Qatar, closes off 

borders 

 

https://english.alarabiya.net/amp/News/gulf/2017/0

6/05/Saudi-Arabia-severs-all-ties-with-Qatar-closes-

off-borders 

 

Saudi Arabia officially suspended imports of some 

Turkish goods, exporter's union says 

 

https://www.dailysabah.com/business/economy/sau

di-arabia-officially-suspended-imports-of-some-

turkish-goods-exporters-union-says/amp 

 

Turkey’s exports to Saudi Arabia all but dry up in 

March amid boycott 

 

https://www.dailysabah.com/business/economy/tur

keys-exports-to-saudi-arabia-all-but-dry-up-in-march-

amid-boycott/amp 

 

The US is complicit in Saudi atrocities in Yemen 

https://www.aljazeera.com/amp/opinions/2020/3/1

9/the-us-is-complicit-in-saudi-atrocities-in-yemen 
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SUMMARY 

 

The destruction and havoc wrecked in the lives of 

Muslims and the loss of Imaan caused by befriending the 

Kuffaar has been adequately illustrated and depicted in 

this book. 

 

While this book focuses on three Gulf countries, sight 

should not be lost from the situation in South Africa 

whereby the self-appointed representatives of South 

Muslims, JUSA/UUCSA, participate in the interfaith 

movement.  

 

The evil of the interfaith movement is known to one and 

all. Islam is the only true religion whereas the interfaith 

movement is based on the false premise that all religions 

are equal whereas Allah Ta'ala emphatically declares:  

 

"Verily the only Deen (approved) by Allah Ta'ala is 

Islam" Surah Aal Imran #19 

 

Insha Allah, relations between the tin-pot Arab dictators 

and the Masjid-demolishing regime of India will be 

discussed in a later booklet. 

 

May Allah Ta'ala also save us from the interfaith 

movement and grant us the Tawfeeq to repent. Ameen 

  



 

 

 

  

Hadhrat Abdullah Bin Umar Radhiyallahu 

Anhu narrates that Nabi Sallallahu Alayhi 

Wa Sallam supplicated: 

 

"O Allah! Bestow Your blessings on our 

Sham! O Allah! Bestow Your blessings 

on our Yemen." The People said, "And 

also on our Najd." He said, "O Allah! 

Bestow Your blessings on our Sham 

(north)! O Allah! Bestow Your blessings 

on our Yemen." The people said, "O 

Allah's Apostle! And also on our Najd." 

I think the third time the Nabi 

Sallallahu Alayhi Wa Sallam said, "There 

(in Najd) is the place of earthquakes 

and strife and from there comes out 

the horn of Shaytaan." 

Saheeh Bukhari #7094 



 

  Hadhrat Umme Salamah 

Radhiyallahu Anha reports 

(that Rasullullah Sallallahu 

Alayhi Wa Sallam 

commanded): 
 

"Expel the Jews from 

the Arabian 

Peninsula" 

Majma'uz Zawaaid (Vol 5, 

Pg 328) 



 

 

 

 
 

 


